We are a Career Technical High School with a mission to prepare students for the workplace where many employees require compliance with a uniform. To that end and in order to promote our school brand and school spirit, students are required to be dressed in a Swenson Arts and Technology tee-shirt, collared shirt, CTE program shirt, or plain red, white, or blue-collared shirt at all times during the school day, as well as during participation in all field trips and extra-curricular activities.

Consistent failure to comply with the dress code policy will result in a conference with the parent/guardian to discuss the reasons for student non-compliance with the uniform policy.

**Swenson Uniform Gear:**
- Navy, Red, or White Swenson collared polo shirts OR plain navy, red or white polo shirts are permitted. Students in grades 10-12 may also wear their CTE program shirts.
  - Each collared uniform shirt costs $13.00 or 2 for $25.00. CASH ONLY!
- Swenson Tee-shirts, Nerdy Shirts, and Swenson Class Shirts are also permitted.
  - Short-Sleeve Shirts cost $10
  - Long Sleeve Shirts cost $15
- Swenson Hoodies and Crew Neck Sweatshirts are also available
  - Both styles cost $20
- Tee shirts and hoodies from the various Swenson sports teams and CTE programs are permitted. CTE apparel becomes available during the year as CTE teachers make the orders for their specific shop students. (Costs vary.)

**The following are PROHIBITED:**
- Low-cut/see-through blouses and crop tops.
- Tee shirts with inappropriate, profane or drug-related messages
- Jeans or pants with excessive rips or tears.
- All students must wear their pants around their waist using a belt if needed.

**Footwear:** Sneakers or low-heeled shoes or boots are preferred. For safety reasons, open-toed footwear such as flip flops, sandals, and athletic slides of any kind is prohibited.
- **Crocs:** These are permitted with the strap around the heel (sport mode). However, Crocs are NOT allowable in the following CTE Shop Classes: Auto Body, Auto Mechanics, Carpentry, Electrical, Culinary, or Baking for safety reasons.